FB25081
Jeep® JK 4DR* Wrangler
Wheel Well Storage Bins

REQUIRED TOOLS
T-40 Torx

KIT CONTAINS
Storage bins (Left and Right)
Quick install knobs
Washers
Nuts (for soft-tops only)

QTY
1 ea
4
8
4

There are three (3) installation methods depending on
your Jeep’s current configuration. Please follow the
instructions accordingly:
A. Hard top with top on
B. Hard top with top off
C. Soft top* – with top up or down
* NOTE: Soft top Jeeps did not come from the factory
with the hard top nut with clip. This configuration will
need to use the supplied extra four (4) washers and four
(4) nuts to complete installation.
A. FOR HARD TOP MODELS WITH TOP ON:
1) UNBOLT YOUR HARD TOP
Begin by removing your Freedom top. This will give
you access to the two T-40 torx bolts for the hard
top. Remove both upper T-40 torx bolts.

* WILL NOT FIT 2DR MODELS

Remove the remaining six (6) torx bolts (3 on each
side) from either side of the hard top from inside the
Jeep.
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C. FOR SOFT TOP MODELS
1) INSTALL STORAGE BINS
With or without the soft top on (or down), simply
place the storage bins on top of the Jeep tub and
align above the factory holes.
Using the supplied four (4) knobs, eight (8) washers,
and four (4) nuts, securely fasten the storage bins in
place.
2) INSTALL STORAGE BINS
Lift the hard top just enough to slide a storage bin
into place between the hard top and the Jeep body.
Help from a friend is advised.

Either using all of your OEM hardware, or the
supplied four (4) knobs and washers, secure the
storage bins in place. Reuse your factory hardware to
finish securing your hard top.
NOTE: Hard top Jeeps will not use the supplied nuts,
and only four (4) of the washers.
B. FOR HARD TOP MODELS WITH TOP OFF:
1) INSTALL STORAGE BINS
With the top already off the Jeep, simply place the
storage bins on top of the Jeep tub and align above
the factory holes. Secure in place using the supplied
knobs and washers and utilize the OEM hard top nut
with clip.
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